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This paper presents an improved laser ablation model and compares the performance – 4v and mass efficiency 2 of laser ablation against contactless deflection methods based on ion-propulsion. The deflection of an asteroid through laser ablation is achieved by illuminating the surface of the asteroid with a high intensity laser light. The absorbed energy induces the sublimation of the surface material and the generation of a plume of gas and ejecta. Similar to a rocket engine, the flow of expelled material produces a continuous and controllable thrust that could be used to modify the trajectory and tumbling motion of the asteroid. Recent results gained from a series of laser ablation experiments were used to improve the sublimation and deflection models. In each experiment a terrestrial olivine sample was ablated, under vacuum, with a 90 W continuous wave laser. The laser operated at a wavelength of 808 nm. The outcomes of the experimental campaign have enabled the mathematical model, and its defining assumptions to be evaluated and updated.

**Abstract**

This paper presents an improved laser ablation model and compares the performance – $\Delta v$ and mass efficiency - of laser ablation against contactless deflection methods based on ion-propulsion. The deflection of an asteroid through laser ablation is achieved by illuminating the surface of the asteroid with a high intensity laser light. The absorbed energy induces the sublimation of the surface material and the generation of a plume of gas and ejecta. Similar to a rocket engine, the flow of expelled material produces a continuous and controllable thrust that could be used to modify the trajectory and tumbling motion of the asteroid. Recent results gained from a series of laser ablation experiments were used to improve the sublimation and deflection models. In each experiment a terrestrial olivine sample was ablated, under vacuum, with a 90 W continuous wave laser. The laser operated at a wavelength of 808 nm. The outcomes of the experimental campaign have enabled the mathematical model, and its defining assumptions to be evaluated and updated.
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1. Introduction

The contactless manipulation of asteroids removes the requirement for complex landing and surface operations while providing an interesting way to control the trajectory and attitude motion of the asteroid over an extended period of time. Among the techniques for contactless asteroid manipulation, laser ablation has the distinctive advantage of not requiring any extra propellant that is dedicated to providing the variation of the motion of the asteroid. Laser ablation is achieved by irradiating the surface of an asteroid with a laser light source. Part of the energy is absorbed into the asteroid, enabling the illuminated material to sublimate. This transforms the exposed material directly from a solid to a gas. The ablated material then forms into a plume of ejecta that is expelled from the surface. The plume of ejecta then acts against the asteroid, inducing a small, yet continuous low-thrust. It is this low-thrust that can be used to deflect an asteroid from an otherwise impact trajectory with the Earth.

Recently, it has been theoretically demonstrated that asteroid ablation could be achieved with a set of small, low-mass spacecraft, each carrying a solar electric pumped laser system [1][2]. Each spacecraft would fly in formation with the asteroid concurrently producing the sublimation of its surface. The exact number of spacecraft would depend on the size and composition of the asteroid and the warning time before impact. This approach is advantageous as it increases the redundancy, flexibility and scalability of the mission design. Multiple spacecraft also permits the delivery of a much more powerful system. This can be used to reduce the time to achieve a suitable deflection distance. Multiple systems also reduces the risk of any single point failure from occurring. Each spacecraft can be easily replaced from an awaiting unit. A highly redundant mission scenario is preferable as it accounts for large observational uncertainties in the asteroid’s material & structural composition and in the mission design parameters [3].

In all previous analyses, the laser ablation model was based on three fundamental assumptions. These assumptions describe the physical formation of the ejecta, the composition of the asteroid and the ejecta’s potential to contaminate and degrade any exposed surface that is located within the ablation volume. The first assumption is that the formation of the ejecta plume is similar to the rocket exhaust in standard methods of rocket propulsion. The ejecta plume is therefore limited to the generation of a mono-energetic, friction free compressible gas with no ionization of the gas and any ejection of solid particles. A similar approach is used to model cometary sublimation [10-12]. The second assumption is that the asteroid is a spherical, dense, homogenous body. Forsterite is often used to represent the entire asteroid. It is a compound of MgO and SiO$_2$. 
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and is therefore classified as the magnesium rich end-members of the olivine solid solution series [13]. Asteroids, however, exist over a diverse range of compositions, geometries and surface features. This includes loose re-accumulated rubble piles, monolithic structures and porous bodies [14][15]. The ablation model must therefore be advanced to represent the diversity within the asteroid population. The third, and final, assumption is that all the ablated material will re-condense on any surface impinging the plume. A layer of deposited material is assumed to remain permanently attached onto the affected surface. Affected surfaces include solar cells, radiators, multi-layering insulation and any optical surfaces and/or device. Optical degradation is considered to follow the Beer-Lambert-Bougier law and is dependent on the optical properties of the deposited layer [17].

The continual accumulation of this deposited ejecta will degrade the system performance of the spacecraft and ablation system. It will affect the power generating ability of the solar arrays and the reflectivity of each mirror or reflective surface. The laser beam power will progressively diminish until the generating thrust will eventually cease completely. Significant degradation will therefore affect the intensity of the laser beam, its operational lifetime and the overall endurance of the ablation technique.

In order to assess the validity of these three assumptions, a series of laser ablation experiments have been performed. A 90 W fibre-semiconductor laser beam, operating at a wavelength of 808 nm, was used to initiate the ablation process. This occurred in vacuum, against a terrestrial rock sample. Olivine was used to represent a rocky, solid asteroid. The results gained from these experiments have been used to update the current mathematic model.

It was found that for a given optical surface, the contamination caused by the ablated ejecta was significantly lower than otherwise predicted in the current laser ablation model. In particular, the density and absorptivity of the deposited material was much lower, while the accumulative thickness was comparable. The deposited material was also loosely bound to the underlying substrate. This material could be easily removed by applying a small vibration and/or an increase in the local surface temperature [4]. The ablation process also resulted in the initial, ejection of small solid particles. This is in addition to the gaseous ejection of material that was similar, although not identical to, the rocket exhaust in standard methods of rocket propulsion. The ejection of solid material appears similar to an explosive event [18][19]. The heating from the laser beam results in the thermal breakdown of material and the build-up of pressure beneath the surface of the target material [18] [20]. The increased pressure combined with imperfections in the target’s material, such as voids, cracks, crevices and other surface features, leads to a local fragmentation [18][21].

A further un-modelled effect is the temporal variation in the plume cone angle. Instead a constant scatter factor \( \lambda \) was used to account for the uniform hemispherical, rather than linear expansion of the ejecta plume. This is considered to be a worst-case conservative assumption and will affect the direction and orientation of the resultant thrust vector.

The results of the experiments have led to an improvement in the understanding and modelling of the contamination process [4]. This paper further extends these improvements by including the effects of the energy absorption within the Knudsen layer, the variation of the flow with local pressure and the partial recondensation of the ablated material. The improved ablation model is then used to compare a laser-based deflection action against methods of contactless deflection that is based on ion propulsion.

2. Experimental Results

To improve the ablation model a 90 W continuous wave laser, with a wavelength of 808 nm, operating below the threshold of plasma formation, was used to initiate the ablation events [4]. This occurred within a vacuum chamber with a pump down pressure of \( 2 \times 10^{-5} \) mbar. This therefore provides a more realistic simulation of the laser-to-asteroid ablation event. The experiments enabled the average mass flow rate, plume density and divergence of the ejecta plume to be assessed. Each ablation experiment occurred for 10 minutes and was repeated three times. This aimed to provide more viable and well calibrated data points. Olivine was used to represent a dense, rocky, S-type asteroid. Each sample was shaped into a cube. This enabled the ablation events to occur onto a flat face, which avoided any irregularities cause by the surface material. It therefore provided a tightly focused laser beam onto the surface of the target material. This was also considered to be a realistic analogue of the in-space event, where the spot size of the laser beam would be small in comparison to the size, and major features on the surface of the asteroid. The olivine sample had a density of 3500 kg/m\(^3\), all other material values were assumed from the current literature. This is defined further in Table 1.
The vacuum chamber was surrounded by two cameras and a spectrometer. Each camera was mounted perpendicular to each other and was used to measure the divergence of the ejecta plume. Shown in Figure 1, laser ablation resulted in the hemispheric expansion of a small and extended gaseous plume of ejecta. This was similar, although not identical to, the rocket exhaust in standard methods of propulsion. Laser ablation also resulted in the additional, initial ejection of small, solid particles. The solid ejection of material is not currently accounted for within the numerical model and will contribute to the momentum coupling between the laser and target material. Ablation also resulted in the volumetric removal of material. This is caused by the subsurface excavation of deep and previously inaccessible material, where a small, yet narrow hole extended into the target material. Similar to the rocket exhaust, this would have assisted in focusing the formation of the gaseous plume.

Table 1: Measured and assumed parameters of the olivine asteroid material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Density of the Olivine Sample ( \rho )</td>
<td>3500 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete Sublimation Enthalpy of Olivine ( E_v ) [22]</td>
<td>( 14.5 \times 10^6 ) km/m³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Body Emissivity ( \varepsilon ) [23]</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature of the target before sublimation ( T_o )</td>
<td>273 K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heap Capacity ( C_v ) [24]</td>
<td>1361 J/kgK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity ( k_{AO} ) [25]</td>
<td>4.51 W/mK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas Heat Capacity ( C_p ) [26]</td>
<td>1350 J/kgK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Material Density</td>
<td>3500 kg/m³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Ablation response of the olivine sample: a) initial sublimation stage producing solid particles; b) rocket plume during sublimation of subsurface material.

A spectrometer was also used to measure the inferred temperature of the ablation spot. This was achieved via the Wien’s Displacement law by measuring the intensity and wavelength of the emitted spectra. The spectrometer indicated a spot temperature of 4285-4747 K. The velocity of the gases ejecta was calculated by assuming Maxwell’s distribution of an ideal gas. The velocity of the gaseous ejecta plume was calculated to be \( \sim 1131 \) m/s. Within the vacuum chamber, the olivine sample was mounted on a raised pedestal, at a predetermined location. This was relative to the known focal point of the laser. The sample was surrounded by a number of highly cleaned microscope slides. These were used as collection plates and were positioned within the ablation volume; 3, 7 or 10 cm away from the known spot location. This was used to measure the mass and height of the deposited ejecta at different points within the plume. It was achieved by measuring the deposited mass per unit area \( (\Delta m/A)_{SLIDES} \), where \( A \) is the area of each collection plate, and by measuring the thickness of the deposited material \( \Delta h_{EXP} \). The thickness of the deposited ejecta was measured with a Nikon microscope. Therefore, the density of the deposited material can be computed from:

\[
\rho_{EXP}(r, \theta) = \frac{\left( \Delta m(r, \theta) \right)}{A}_{SLIDES} \Delta h_{EXP} \tag{1}
\]

From the model, the expected collection rate of the ejecta on each collection plate can also be derived. This is given as:

\[
\frac{1}{A} \frac{dm}{dt} = 2 \rho(r, \theta) \bar{v} \tag{2}
\]
Equation (2) assumes that the velocity of the expanded gas is \( \sim 2 \sqrt{F} \). This accounts for the full gaseous expansion into a vacuum and also assumes that all the particles are immediately sticking onto the surface of the collection plate. Mass measurements of the target material before and after each ablation event also enabled the average rate of sublimation to be determined.

Shown in Figure 2 to Figure 4, the accumulated mass per unit area for the three different experiments (i.e. tests) at different distances (either 3, 7, or 10 cm) away from the known focal spot locations are shown. The values plotted in the figure correspond to a few discrete, but representative samples that were taken along each collection plate. Each test also produced a different mass flow rate. This is also reported in the figures and is the average value that was experienced over the ablation period of 10 minutes. It can be observed that there is a direct correlation between the amount of deposited ejecta and the ejected mass flow rate. The deposited mass predicted by the model is also very similar to the experiment.

![Figure 2. Mass deposits per unit area experimental result vs. model prediction at 3cm from the spot.](image2)

![Figure 3. Deposited mass per unit area: experimental result vs. model prediction at 7cm from the spot.](image3)
In comparison, Figure 5 to Figure 7 shows the accumulated thickness of the deposited ejecta. Although the experimental results follow a similar variation with the local elevation angle, the experiment resulted in a much higher thickness, but with an equal mass per unit area. The density of the deposited ejecta on the collection plate is therefore lower than the 1000 kg/m$^3$ that is currently assumed in the mathematical model [2]. At 7 and 10 cm the average density is $\sim 250$ kg/m$^3$. At 3 cm this is much higher with an average value over the central slide of $\sim 700$ kg/m$^3$. It is therefore reasonable to assume that at 3 cm from the spot location that the plume is very focused and that the deposited ejecta is mainly distributed over the central slide.

Figure 5. Comparison between the experimental measurements and simulation results for the thickness of the material deposited on the collection plate at 3 cm from the spot.

At 7 and 10 cm from the spot location the plume is more expanded and therefore leads to a more distributed layer of material. In all cases it seems that the model assumes an incorrect growth and density of the deposited ejecta. It also has to be noted that the deposited material is not bonded with the underling substrate of the collection plate. Material can be easily removed by applying a small vibration. The only exception to this occurs at the central point with an elevation angle of zero degrees. This is caused by the self-cleaning action of the laser beam. One possible explanation is that as the laser beam passes through the central collection plate, local heating from the laser beam is causing the re-evaporation of the previously deposited particles. Another possible explanation is that no opaque material re-condenses along the path of the laser beam as it would be constantly excited. Inspected through optical microscopy and the scanning electron microscope, the remains of carbon, oxygen, carbon, magnetism, silicon, chromium, iron and nickel are present with the self-cleaning hole. These are particles that failed to be re-excited by the passing laser beam. The self-cleaning action of the laser beam would serve to increase the system lifetime of any laser ablation system. It also results in more of the laser beam being absorbed by the ablated plume of gas and particles.
The revised ablation model, improved from the experimental analysis, derives the mass flow rate per unit area of sublimated material $\dot{m}$ from the following one-dimensional energy balance at the illuminated spot.

$$
\dot{m} = P_I - Q_{RAD} - Q_{COND} \quad (3)
$$

where $P_I$ is the absorbed laser beam per unit area, $E_v$ is the latent heat of complete sublimation, $T_{SUB}$ is the sublimation temperature, $T_0$ is the temperature of the material prior to sublimation, $Q_{RAD}$ is the heat loss through radiation and $Q_{COND}$ is the heat loss through conduction. The term $C_v \left( T_{SUB} - T_0 \right)$ accounts for the energy needed to increase a layer of the target material from the initial temperature $T_0$ to the sublimation temperature $T_{SUB}$, whereas the term $\frac{1}{2}
\nu^2 + C_p \left( T_{SUB} - T_0 \right)$ accounts for the energy that is absorbed by the vapour in the Knudsen layer from the solid-gas interphase (later in the sublimation it is the liquid-gas interface) and the
accelerated phase [26]. Under high, steady-state evaporation a thin layer, immediately adjacent to the evaporating surface is formed. This is known as the Knudsen layer and is created by the gaseous collision of near-surface particles during the initial, high pressure expansion of the plume [28]. From the experimental results, it appears that the additional heat absorbed in the Knudsen layer is equivalent to increasing the enthalpy of sublimation by approximately $1.2 \times 10^6$ J/kg. Heating the gaseous ejecta from 3100 to 4747 K would consume approximately 2 MW/m$^2$ of energy. This assumes a specific heat of 1361 J/kgK. The specific heat $C_v$ at constant pressure is the maximum expected heat capacity values given the range of sublimation temperatures of the target material.

The heat losses, per unit area, through conduction $Q_{COND}$ and radiation $Q_{RAD}$ are defined as:

$$Q_{RAD} = \sigma_{SB} e (T_{SUB}^4 - T_{amb}^4)$$

$$Q_{COND} = (T_{SUB} - T_0) \frac{C_v \rho_A k_A}{\pi t}$$

The model assumes that the asteroid acts as a black body and emits in the infrared with emissivity $e$. In Eq (4) $\sigma_{SB}$ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The temperature $T_{amb}$ is the ambient temperature which in space is taken to be the background radiation while in the experiment it is the laboratory’s ambient temperature. The heat loss through conduction depends on the heat capacity $C_v$, the density of the material $\rho_A$ and the thermal conductivity $k_A$. If the target is moving under the spot light, $t$ is the time that the surface of the target is illuminated under the spot light. The hypothesis is that $T_0$ is constant through the sublimation process and corresponds to the temperature of an infinite heat sink. In this case $T_0$ of an asteroid is assumed to be its core temperature. The heat conduction from the sublimated material to the inner core is assumed to be a function the sublimation temperature through the relation:

$$k_A = k_{A0} \left( \frac{298}{T_{SUB}} \right)^{0.5}$$

The model considers heat diffusion only from the illuminated spot to the core of the material but not sideways. This component can drain further energy from the ablation process and will be included in a further model. The velocity of the ejecta plume $\overline{V}$ is calculated as the average of the Maxwell’s distribution for an ideal gas. This is defined by the sublimation temperature, the molar mass of the ablated material $M_a$ and the Boltzman’s constant $k_b$. It is given by:

$$\overline{V} = \sqrt{\frac{8k_b T_{SUB}}{\pi M_a}}$$

The ablation temperature is related to the local pressure through the Clausius-Clapeyron equation:

$$\ln \frac{p_s}{p_{ref}} = \frac{E_v}{R} \left( \frac{1}{T_{ref}} - \frac{1}{T_{SUB}} \right)$$

where $p_s$ is the pressure corresponding to the temperature $T_{sub}$ and $p_{ref}$ is the pressure corresponding to the reference temperature $T_{ref}$. The vapour pressure will increase with the temperature of the irradiated asteroid. The reference temperature was taken to be at 1 atmosphere and the enthalpy of complete sublimation is considered to be constant in the range of temperatures in which Eq. (1) is valid. Previous work has shown that the sublimation temperature of a range of Mg-Fe and Si-Fe oxides can vary from 3175 to 3800 K [29]. A lower sublimation temperature may also be caused by the transparency of pure minerals [30]. Olivine is a terrestrial rock and can therefore be classified as an inhomogeneous mixture of Fe2SiO4, CaAl2SiO4, CaMg2Si2O8 and CaFeSi2O8, KaAlSi3O8 and NaAlSi3O8 [29][31] These additional compounds represent an impurity within the olivine sample and critically will have a different sublimation temperature. This variation will affect the mass flow rate of the ablated ejecta and cause an increase in the local vapour pressure. It will vary on a case-by-case basis and is element and molecule dependent. It is therefore assumed that the reference temperature at 1 atm is $T_{ref} = 3800K$. 


The mass flow rate is also dependent on the local pressure at the interface between the Knudsen layer and the ablated material through the Hertz-Knudsen equation [29][32]. This is expressed as:

\[ \dot{\mu} = \left(1 - \frac{k}{k} \right) p_s \left( \frac{1}{2\pi R_s T_{SUB}} \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \]

(9)

where \( k \) is the fraction of molecules that re-condense at the interphase, \( p_s \) is the vapour pressure and \( R_s \) is the specific gas constant. \( R_s \) can be expressed as a function of the molecular mass \( M_a \) and the Universal gas constant, \( R = 8.3144 \text{ J/K/Mol} \) where \( R_s = R/M_a \). The fraction of molecule that re-condense is expected to increase with the local pressure, however the change in the thrust due to the re-condensation is limited. Figure 8 plots the resulting thrust against the recondensation fraction. The maximum variation is 4% and can therefore be considered negligible.

![Thrust vs. Recondensation Fraction](image)

Figure 8. The thrust sensitivity to the recondensation ratio

The experimental results showed that for an olivine sample, the ablated material will dissociate into diatomic oxides. This has a prevalence of SiO and its molar mass is considered to be \( M_a = 0.06 \text{ kg/mol} \). Determined through the scanning electron microscope, the experimental results also showed the incongruent sublimation of the target material. This occurs when the Fe/Mg ratio of the pre-ablated and deposited ejecta is different [32][33][34]. This variation is caused by the chemical breakdown – evaporation, condensation, recombination and decomposition – of the target material [35]. It is achieved by the elemental and isotopic fragmentation of the magnesium and silicon elements and the release of secondary chemical species. This includes, but is not limited to, the gaseous ablation of MgO, FeO, SiO, SiO\(_2\) and O\(_2\). Furthermore as the surface material is ablated away, new underlying material is brought forward. This resulted in the surface enrichment of carbon, sodium, aluminum, chlorine, potassium and calcium. Around the ablation rim, a relatively large layer of semi-melted material is created. This is caused by the thermal propagation of the laser beam and results in the re-crystallization of the original source material. This has the potential to extend the ablation area. The absorbed laser power per unit area \( P_I \) is defined as:

\[ P_I = \frac{\tau \epsilon \alpha_M \eta_L P_{IN}}{A_{spot}} \]

(10)

where \( \eta_L \) is the efficiency of the laser system \( P_{IN} \) is the input power to the laser, \( \alpha_M = \left(1 - \epsilon_a \alpha_s \right) \) is the absorption at the spot and is dependent on the albedo \( \epsilon_a \) of the asteroid multiplied by the increment in reflectively \( \epsilon_s \) at the frequency of the laser beam. For an S-type asteroid the albedo is between 0.1 and 0.3 and has a 20% reflectivity peak increment between 750 and 800 nm with respect to the central frequency at 505 nm [36]. The revised model also accounts for the absorption of the laser beam \( \tau \) within the rapidly expanding and absorbing plume of gaseous ejecta. It is currently expected, from preliminary experimental results, that the ejecta will absorb 10-15% of the incoming laser beam. Furthermore, the output power from the laser is
multiplied by a degradation factor $\tau$ that accounts for the effect caused by the re-condensed deposited ejected material. The re-condensed material does not directly affect the laser beam but can reduce the power input generated by solar arrays or any other power source that makes use of sunlight.

The degradation caused by the ablated ejecta can also be computed using the model developed in Kahle et al. [8]. This is determined by first calculating the plume density at a given distance $r$ from the spot location and elevation angle $\theta$ from the surface normal. This is illustrated in and is expressed as:

$$
\rho(r, \theta) = \rho^* k_p \frac{d^2_{\text{SPOT}}}{(2r + d^2_{\text{SPOT}})^2} \left[ \cos \left( \frac{\pi \theta}{2\theta_{\text{MAX}}} \right) \right]^{2} 
$$

where $d_{\text{SPOT}}$ is the surface spot diameter and the density at the spot $\rho^*$ is given by:

$$
\rho^* = \frac{\dot{m}}{A_{\text{SPOT}} V}
$$

__Figure 9. Local reference frame and geometry of the ejecta plume.__

For diatomic molecules $k_d = 1.44$, the jet constant $k_p$ is 0.345 and the expansion angle $\theta_{\text{max}}$ is limited to $130.45^\circ$ [8]. Following on, the variation of the cumulative ejecta thickness on any exposed surface can be expressed as:

$$
\frac{dh}{dt} = \frac{2\pi \rho}{\rho_i} \cos \psi_{vf}
$$

This is governed by the velocity and density of the ejecta, the deposition time and the surface properties of the exposed surface. The denominator $\rho_i$ is the layer density. This is the expected density of the deposited material. Based on the experimental results, for an olivine sample this was determined be 250 kg/m$^3$. The angle $\psi_{vf}$ is the view angle i.e. the angle between the normal to the surface and the surface-to-spot vector. A factor of two is used to account for the estimation of the increase in velocity due to the expansion of gas into a vacuum. Finally the degradation factor $\tau$ as given by the Beer-Lambert-Bougier-law can be expressed as:

$$
\tau = \exp^{-2nh}
$$

where $n$ is the absorbance per unit length of the accumulated ejecta and $h$ is the thickness of the deposited material. A factor of two is used to account for the double passing of the surface layer. Photons will have to transverse the contaminated layer, be reflected and then transverse the ejecta layer for a second time [8][16]. This degradation factor is applied to the power density initially beam onto the surface of the asteroid. From experiments, the absorbance per unit length for an ablated olivine sample is $5 \times 10^7$ m$^{-1}$. 
According to the model developed in Sanchez et al. 2009 [7], the mass flow can be computed by integrating $\dot{m}$ over the surface area illuminated by the laser beam:

$$\dot{m} = 2V_{\text{ROT}} \int_{t_{\text{in}}}^{t_{\text{out}}} \int \frac{1}{E_v} \left( P_i - Q_{\text{RAD}} - Q_{\text{COND}} \right) dy dt$$

(15)

The term $\left( E_v + \frac{1}{2}v^2 + C_p(T_s - T_0) + C_v(T_s - T_0) \right)$ can be seen as an augmented enthalpy, called $E_v^*$. Furthermore the limit $[y_{\text{min}}, y_{\text{max}}]$ and $[t_{\text{in}}, t_{\text{out}}]$ define the location and duration for which the surface spot is illuminated respectively. The two quantities $[t_{\text{in}}, t_{\text{out}}]$ are the times at which the asteroid's surface moves inside and out of the illuminated spot. $V_{\text{ROT}}$ is the velocity of the asteroid as it travels through the illuminated spot area.

The force action on the asteroid $F_{\text{SUB}}$ can then be computed by the product of the ejecta velocity and mass flow rate of the ablated material:

$$F_{\text{SUB}} = \lambda \bar{v} m \dot{m}$$

(16)

where $\lambda$ is the scatter factor as the integral of the trigonometric part in Eq (11).

### 4. Simulation Results

The revised model can be used to evaluate the ability of laser ablation to deflect a small size asteroid over an extended period of time. The metric to evaluate the performance of laser ablation is the total imparted $\Delta v$. This is defined as: $\Delta v = \int_{t_i}^{t_f} \frac{F_{\text{SUB}}(t)}{m_A(t)} dt$ where $\Delta t = t_f - t_i$ is the total actual sublimation time and $m_A$ is the mass of the asteroid. The material properties of asteroid were assumed based on the values previously given in Table 1. In the analysis the maximum total sublimation time was set to 10 years and the $\Delta v$ was computed for different power inputs to the laser, spot sizes and distances between the spot and the laser. The last parameter has an impact on the actual sublimation time. The effect of contamination can reduce the surface power density below the sublimation limit.

Figure 10 and Figure 11 shows the imparted $\Delta v$ as a function of the input power to the laser and spot radius. The initial mass of the asteroid is $m_A = 1 \times 10^9$ kg. This corresponds to a 42 m in radius asteroid with an average density of ~ 3500 kg/m$^3$ and one rotation per day. The analysis, as shown in Figure 11, reveals that a longer distance is preferable; however the distance from the spot has an impact on the size of the optics that is required to focus the laser beam. For example, a 1.5 mm spot at 500 m would require a focusing mirror with a diameter of 430 mm. The same spot size at 250 m would require a focusing mirror with a diameter of 210 mm. This reduction is advantageous in reducing the mass of the optical system. A 100 mm in diameter mirror would require 10 kg of optics. This is based on system design considerations reported in Vasile et al., 2013 [37]. Assuming that the mass of the optics can be scaled to the area of the mirror, then a 201 mm in diameter mirror would have an optical mass of 44 kg. A 430 mm in diameter mirror would have an optical mass of 185 kg.

![Figure 10. Imparted $\Delta v$ as a function of spot size and input power to the laser 250 m distance from the spot.](image1)

![Figure 11. Imparted $\Delta v$ as a function of spot size and input power to the laser 500 m distance from the spot.](image2)
Performance can also be evaluated by the mass efficiency of the laser ablation system. The mass efficiency defines the mass of the deflection system that is required to obtain a given $\Delta v$. The mass of the laser system $m_{LS}$ can be estimated as:

$$m_{LS} = \alpha_P P_{IN} + \rho_R A_R (1 - \eta_L) \frac{P_{IN}}{\sigma_R T_R^4} + m_L$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

where $m_L$ is the mass of the laser itself plus the optics, $\rho_R = 0.5 \text{ kg/m}^2$, is the mass of the radiators, $\epsilon_R$ their emissivity, $T_R$ their operating temperature, $A_R$ their area, $\alpha_P$ is the specific mass of the power system, $P_{IN}$ is the input power to the laser, $\eta_L$ is the efficiency of the laser that is assumed to be 55% in this analysis. The specific mass of the power system, which derived again from system level considerations, is 40 kg/W and the mass of the laser is 10 kg/kW [37]. This assumes that the heat sink is included in the thermal control system, i.e. the radiators. The temperature of the radiators is assumed to operate at the temperature at which the diodes of the laser need to function. This is 283 K and the emissivity was taken to be 0.8. The input power is assumed to be generated by a set of solar arrays and is therefore given by:

$$P_{IN} = \eta_P \eta_S \frac{P_{1AU} A_{SA}}{R_{AU}^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

where $A_{SA}$ is the area of the array, $R_{AU}$ is the distance from the Sun in Astronomical Units (AU), $P_{1AU}$ is the power per square meter at 1AU, $\eta_P$ is the efficiency of the power system and $\eta_S$ the efficiency of the solar arrays.

For comparison the mass efficiency of the laser system can be compared to the mass efficiency of an electric propulsion (EP) system that produces the same $\Delta v$. The mass of the EP system should include the mass of two engines (whether it is an ion beaming system or a gravity tractor), the mass of the related power system, the mass of the radiators, the mass of propellant and the mass of the tanks. The mass of the radiator and power system is computed using the same figures and assumptions used for the laser system except for the efficiency of the engine that is always equal to 60 %. This is a rather optimistic assumption as the efficiency does not scale with the thrust level. The mass of the propellant is simply $m_p = 2 F_{EP} \Delta \text{thrust} / I_{sp} g_0$, the mass of the EP system is therefore:

$$m_{EP} = 2.2 \frac{F_{EP}}{g_0 I_{sp}} \Delta \text{thrust} + \alpha_P P_{IN} + \rho_R A_R (1 - \eta_{EP}) \frac{P_{IN}}{\sigma_R T_R^4} + 2m_e$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)$$

where $m_e$ is the mass of a single engine, $I_{sp}$ is the specific impulse of the engine and $\eta_{EP}$ is the efficiency of the EP system that is assumed to be 60 % in this analysis. The assumptions here are that the mass of the tanks is only 10 % of the mass of the propellant. Furthermore, the transfer of momentum is considered to be equal to one, which corresponds to an ideal ion beaming system. The specific impulse in this comparison is taken to be 3500s. The mass of the engine is assumed to be 5kg/kW. This excludes electronics and the PDCU, which are assumed to be included in the power system.

Figure 12 shows the mass of the laser system (LS), assuming a spot size of 1mm and a distance of 250m, versus the mass of the asteroid. The optics does not change with the power as the distance and spot size are constant, therefore one can add a fixed mass equal to 100kg corresponding to a 160mm optics to the mass of the deflection system. Figure 13 shows the mass of the EP system with the same input power of the laser system and delivering the same $\Delta v$. In order to have a correct and fair comparison of the two concepts it is assumed that the thrust of the EP system follows the same profile of the thrust of the LS system and is on for the same length of time. The difference in mass is mainly due to the propellant consumption and associated tanks.
These two graphs demonstrate that for the same installed power and for the same resulting $\Delta v$ the laser system is more advantageous. For any ion beaming technique a higher $\Delta v$, at a given installed power, can only be achieved by increasing the onboard propellant mass. This has a consequential increase in the deflection system mass and complexity (higher structural mass, higher piping and harness mass, etc.). This is not an issue for laser ablation. The propellant to sustain the deflection action is provided for free by the direct ablation of the asteroid.

On the other hand, an increase in the efficiency of ion engines could potentially allow a faster deflection with the same overall system mass. At the same time the laser system needs to cope with the contamination that can be higher than the model predicts and with the actual energy efficiency of the ablation process that can be lower than expected if a three dimensional heat diffusion model is considered. This last point is the subject of current investigation.

5. Final Remarks

This paper has proposed an updated ablation model based on experimental results. Some critical assumptions have been validated or updated and new parameters have been included in the model. The model of energy absorption within the target material has been revised and a model for the formation of the Knudsen layer and recondensation of the ablated material has been included in the deflection model. By using this updated deflection model one can argue that laser ablation can achieve better performance than ion-engine based techniques at the deflection of small to medium scale asteroids. It was demonstrated that in the range of asteroid masses considered in this paper that the $\Delta v$ and mass efficiency of the laser system are always advantageous when compared to other contactless methods of asteroid deflection. However further work – experimental and analytical – is still required. This includes more detailed and inclusive ablation experiments. This will directly measure the mass flow rate and temperature of the ejecta plume and the orientation of the resultant thrust vector. These issues will be addressed to future, planned experiments. It is also important to understand the three dimensional energy balance of sublimation, the effects of a de-focused laser beam and the reduction of laser energy during the lifetime of the mission.
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